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THE CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CURRICULUM 

c. M. Thatcher 
Pratt Institute 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 

If it is to be completely meaningful, an analysis of chemical eng1neer1ng 
curricula should properly start with a consideration of the objective sought, 
and only then examine the means by which the objective is achieved. A suitable . 
objective for chemical engineering ·education is suggested by the AIChE's official 
definition of chemical engineering as the profession which is concerned with pro
cesses and equipment in which material 1s treated to effect a change in state, 
energy content, or composition. 

It follows· that the . chemical engineering student must learn the pertinent 
characteristics of "change" if he is to be successful in terms of this defini
tion. These characteristics might be broken down as follows: 

1) What changes. Here we are concerned with the states and properties of 
systems, thermodynamically spas.king. This area of subject matter is generally 
covered in physical chemistry or in a firs_t course in chemical engineering. 

2) How much changes. The first law of thermodynamics is pertinent at this 
point, but most schools teach this aspect of change in a course dev-oted to mater
ials and energy balances or stoichiometry. Three credit hours are devoted to 
this topic in the average curriculum. 

3) Which ·way and (4) how far will the change go. These two considerations 
are associat ed with second law thermodynamics and the concept of equilibrium. 
On the average, approximately 5 credit hours are allocated to the subj ect of 
thermodynami-cs, but it should be noted that some . of this time is used to review 
first law principles. 

5) · How fast the change occurs. The rate concept ·is commonly treated within 
the unit operations area or, in the case of chemical processes, in a separate 
course in kinetics. Since the average curriculum devotes only one credit to re
action kinetics, it must be presumed that most of the instruction pertaining to 
the rate concept comes as part of the unit operations sequence. 

The foregoing might be referred to as the theoretical aspects of change. It 
remains t .o make practical application of these aspects in seeking answers to the 
following: 

6) How the change can be effected. The study of the unit operations pro
vides needed background in this are.a, and the survey showed an average. of eight 
credit hours to be devoted to unit operations theory and an additional four hours 
to be devoted to laboratory work. It should perhaps be noted t~at no attempt was 
made to determine the extent to which the transport phenomena approach is being 
us~d. 

7) How to measure and control the rate and extent of change. Only one cred
it hour is allocated to process instrumentation in the average curriculum, but 
it is certain that this topic is also treated as part of the unit operations se~ 
quence at many schools • 

. 8) Finally, how much does it cost. This brings us to the economic question 
~s __ }t __ applies to design. Engineering economics is presumably taught as. an in
tegral part of the design ·sequence at .most schools, since only 23 per cent re
port a separate course . in this area. On the average, four credit hours are d·e
voted to chemical engineering design. 

l 
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In passing, it can be noted that the average curriculum contains seven 
credit hours of 1netruot1on which do not clearly fall into any of the above cate
gories. For the most part these credits pertain to courses in technology or unit 
processes, and to research projects or electives. · 

The unit operations, being concerned with the application of lmowledge, skill 
and judgment to the design of equipment which will be practical, safe, and eco
nomical, have long been considered to be the strong point of chemical engineering, 
Generally speaking, either of two approache s may be used: One may wri te t he 
pertinent differential rate equation and integrate it to relate equipment si ze or 
processing time to the change to be accomplished; or, one may use the equilibrium 
stage approach. 

Nei ther of these design me thods is particularly di-fficult to comprehend, and 
it is somewhat surprising that they do not receive at least introductory atten
tion earlier in the curriculum. The basic aspects of equilibrium stage calcula
tions, for example, are rather straightforward extensions of mass and epergy bal
ance applications. Why should such calculations not be introduced when the lat
ter topics are treated at the sophomore level? 

An even .stronger ·case might be made for introducing the generalized rate 
concept early in the curriculum. Certainly it is at l east as important as the 
balance concept, and a preliminary exposure to the idea of driving forces should 
be an idear preparation for the subsequent consideration of equilibrium in ther
modyne.niics. Furthermore, the general relationship among rate, driving fore.e ·; 
and resistance can be readily grasped at the sophomore level. 

With such an introduction, instruction in the unit operations could be large
ly devoted to a consideration of the various rate coefficients and the environ
mental factors which affect them. The importance of economic factors and sound 
engineering judgment would also receive emphasis. 

The foregoing comments are not presented so much as a recommendation -- al
though the authorts personal experience has shown such an approach to be highly 
effective -- as they are to stimulate thought with respect to currfculum plan
ning and the optimum arrangement of subject matter within the curriculum. Note 
that the sessions planned for the present meeting will be concerned with only ap
proximately one-third of the total curriculum -- and only one seventh if we dis
regard the half-day session on chemistry. 

This is as it should be for a meeting which is subject-matter oriented rather 
than concerned with teaching methods and curriculum planning. Yet someone must 
plan curricula, and new ideas and fresh approaches in this area are no less im
portant than are new areas of subject matter within the curriculum. · 

The results or the survey here presented would appear to suggest that there 
hae been little change in the chemical engineering curriculum in the past five 
years. We all lmow that this is not the case, for there have been significant . 
changes within a relatively stable curricular framework. The lamentable fact is 
that such changes are all too frequently not reported to groups such as this so 
that they oan be tried elsewhere, perhaps adopted, and, most important, perhaps 
built· upon to achieve even more satisfactory results. 

Such is the responsibility with which I wish to charge you in conclusion; 
:Let .us oontinuallJ analyze our curricula, course content, arrangement of sub- . 
·:3•ot matter, etc., !n terms of what we are trying to accomplish, how we are go
i:t.ng about ~-~-'~- an~ . ho~ __ _!)ffec~~ v_e_ •.o~ e~f_orta a~e-~ _. Let ?~ __ -experiment _ to ~ -~~tify 
new and more e?fectlve ways of achieving our objeetiv~. And, finally, let us 
report the results of both our analyses and our experiments. 

C I l ~ 
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Introduction 

A SURVEY OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CURRICULA 
IN 1961-1962 

Report or the AIChE 1 s· Committee on Undergraduate 
Curricula, a sub-committee of both the Education 
Projects Committee and t _he Program Committee, pre
sented before the ASEE Chemical Engineering Summer 
School in Boulder, Colorado, August , 1962. 

This report presents the results of a survey of the general content of 92 
accredited undergraduate chemical engineering curricula for the academic year 
1961-62. Included in the report for purposes of comparison are the results of 
a similar survey of 81 curricula of 1956-57, prepared by Dr. A. X. Schmidt of 
the City University of New York and presented at the ft IChE•s Golden Jubilee Sym
posium on Chemical Engineering Education in Philadelphia in June, 1958. 1 

Source and Interpretation of D~ta 

Each member of the Committee on Undergraduate Curricula gathered data from 
approximately six schools and submitted a tabulation for final compilation. For 
the most part the pertinent information was taken directly from school bulletins 
and catalogs. To facilitate comparison with the earlier survey made by Dr. 
Schmidt, each curriculum was broken down into the same subject matter categories 
as were used in that survey. In some cases this made it necessary to apportion . 
a gi ve·n course among two or more categories, with the course description serving 
as a guide for such apportionment • . Doubtful cases were resolved by consulting 
the department concerned. 

. 

The extent of the instruction given in each category was expressed as a num
ber of semester credit hours, one semester credit hour being· equivalent to ap
proximately three hours of a student,s time each week for fifteen weeks, this 
time ~o include outside preparation as well as time in class or laboratory. The 
quarter credit hours reported by some schools were converted to an equivalent 
number of semester credit hours as here defined. 

· The: 'reported results pertain only to accredited four-year curricula. Cur- · 
ricula which required one or more summer sessions in addition to four academi~ , 
years have been included in the summary, but those involving five full years of 
study have not. Those· curricula which require a cooperative work program have 
been included· to the · extent that the academic requirements of such curri·cula are 
generally equivalent to a four-year program. · 

Results 

The results of the survey are presented in the appended TAble l together 
with the comparable figures for 1956-57. Column and category headings should be 
largely self-explana~ory with the following exceptions: 

a) The numbers appearing at. the left margin coincide with those used in 
the 1956-57 survey and are included to facilitate a detailed comparison ~hould 
anyone w~sh to refer directly to Dr. Schmidt's report. · 

b) Grosa o~edits {llne 6) . refers to the total requirement for graduation~ 
· However, many schools otter physical education, m~li tary studies, review ma the
. mat1ca, orientation, etc., on a non-credit basis. Credits assigned to such 

.-.oourae1 ( l1ne1 20 and 23) and to religious training courses at ae$ltar1an sohoola 
·.'1 .. t ot line 14) have therefore been de~ucted from the gross oredi ta to arri_ve 

• . 1.· the net cred1 ts reported on line 7. . · 
• 

' al,· .. Material• instruction ( lSines 54-58) has .been· broken down- into two cat• 

• 
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egor1es. 
physics, 
cations. 

Category A includes courses which are or iented toward solid state 
whereas Category B courses ere more concerned with engineering appli-

Observations 

. Although the figures presented in Table l tell their own s tory, there are 
several aspects of the comparison which deserve specific comment. A somewhat 
clearer picture is afforded by the rounded figures and percentag&s given in 
Table 2, which compares the "average" curriculum in 1961-62 with · that in 1965-.57. 

I 

It can be seen from Table 2 that 
1) over the f ive-year period tt1ere has been a slight decrease in the em

phasis given communications skil.ls, despite industry 1 s continue·a· appeal for en
gineering graduates with more proficiency in writing and speaking. 

2) the emphasis given the humanistic-social studies area has increased sig
nificantly; but the average, including communications skills, i s still be l ow the 
20 per cent figure suggested in 1955 by the CofflI!'l~ ttee on Evaluation of Engineer
ing Education of the ASEE. 2 It is perhaps worth noting that approximately one
third of the curricula do provide 27 or more credi ts in the non-technical area, 
however. 

3) the mathematics requirement has been increased by two credits. 
in differential equations and higher mathematics account for almost a ll 
increase. (Note that Table 1 shows fewer schools now giving credit for 
ductory and review mathematics.) 

Courses 
of this 
intro-

4) the chemistry content of the average curricul~m is down two credits. It 
1s interesting to note from Table 1 t hat t his is the result of an ac ross-the
board cutback rather than of cuts in a particular area such as analytical chem-
istry. · 

' ' 5) the physies content of · t he curricul um is apparently unchanged. However, 
Table l shows a significant change within this general category, with 38 pe~cent 
of the schools now offering instruction in modern physics as opposed t o only 9 
per cent in 1956-57. 

6) there has been a slight decrease in the credits allocated to graphics 
and mechanics. Attention is also called to the fact that only 55 per cent of the 
curricula now contain a course in materials (see Table 1). 

. -
7) the ohemioal engineering portion of t he average curriculum is essenti ally 

unchanged. However, T~ble 1 shows some internal shifts in emphasis, particular~y 
insofar as the number of schools offering instruction in kinetics is concerned • 

.. 
8) approximately 57 per cent of the average curriculum of 1961-62 is devoted 

to basic science ana non-technical subjects, whereas ·only 24 per cent of the cur
riculum is devoted to specialization within the field of chemical engineering. 
These figures lend considerable support to the popular claim that the average un
dergraduate chemical engineer receives a broad education. 

Summary 

The comparison of undergraduate chemical engineering curricula in 1961-62 
witn those in 19.56-.57 shows some changes which may be indicative of trends: 
Non-technical subjects, higher mathematics, modern physics, and chemical kinet
ics are receiving slightly greater emphasis, while the attention given chemistry 
and graphics, for example, has been slightly reduced. For the most part, however 
the figures do not show any great change over the five-year period. 

This is not to suggest that significant changes have not in fact taken place. 
The object_i ve and nature of the survey was such that changes within various cu•r
rioula were not identified. Thus such developments as the transport properties 
approach to the unit operations, instruction in digital and analog computation, 
and calculus at the freshman level were ignored in this survey. The implication 
that a further study which would be concerned with changes witnin curricula might 
be informative. 

It may also be that the breakdown developed by Dr. Schmidt in his earlier 
survey has out-lived its usefulness. New categories -- such as digital and an
~~og computation, for example -- sh~uld almost certainly be added ff another sur-

, , I , 
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-vey is made some years hence. The fact that some recent curricular changes pro-
vide for elective options and degree requirements which are somewhat "elastic" 
is another problem which is likely to be faced. 

In conclusion, it is sincerely hoped that neither the average curriculum nor 
the ranges of credit hours reported herein will be looked upon as a performance 
standard. Carefully planned change and experimentation with the curriculum is 
essential if stagnation is to be avoided. If this survey provides a basis for a 
critical evaluation of one 1 s own curriculum it has served its purpose. 

LI'I·ERATURE CITED 

1. A. x. Schmidt, "11.rhat Is the Current B.Ch.E. Curriculum," Jnl. of Eng. Educ., 
50. NO. 1, October, 1959. 

2. "Report on Evaluation of Engineering Education,'' Amer. Soc. for Engrg. Educ. 
June 15, l. 955. 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of "Average" Curricula 

1956-57 1961-62 
C11 te~ory Credits Per c'.:entii- creoI~s P"'er ~enti, 

Communication Skills 8 6 7 5 
Humanistic-Social 13 9 17 12 

Total non-technical 21 15 24 17 
?-la thematics 13 9 15 11 
Chemistry 31 23 29 21 
Physics 11 8 11 8 

Total Be.sic science 55 40 55 40 
Mech, Mech of Matls 7 5 6 4 
Electrical Energ 5 4 5 4 
Materials 2 l 2 1 

Total encre science 14 10 13 9 
Process Principles 9 7 9 6 
Unit Operations 12 9 12 9 
Other Chem Engrg 12 9 12 9 

Total Chem Engrg 33 25 33 24 
Graphics 5 4 4 3 
Economics, Bus Ad 3 2 3 2 
Technical Electives 4 3 5 4 
Other 2 l 1 1 

Sub-total 1¥t 10 13 10 
l'O'O 116 ltm 

~:-Percentage .of total credits required 

, 

. •' 
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TABLE l 

Average. American B.Ch.E. Curriculum of 1960-61 
Compared with 1956-57 

Range or Avg, Number 
ECPD credits of credits · 
1957 1961 1957 1961 

September 1962 

Percentage 
,,or Schools 
· Offering 
1957 1961 

--

• Avg. Number 
of credits 

· When Offered 
1957 1961 

-- --130-160 125-162 147.0 146.2 --
118-160 123-154 136.9 138,2 - --6. Gross credits 

A: Net credit1 Non-Technical Subjects 
0-16 0-12 6. 5 5.9 98.8 97.8 ·written Communication Skills 

Oral Communication Skills 
Subtotal, communication Skills 
Humanities, Required Courses 
Social studies, .Required courses 
Other Required Cultural Courses 
Non~technical Electives 
Subtotal, Cultural Courses 
Physical Education, etc, 
Military Studies 

--
6. 6 
2. 4 
7.7 
6.3 
5.9 
5 . 7 
8. 3 

_,.. 

6.0 
2.3 
7.1 
7.6 
4.8 
7. 3 
9.2 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
1.5. 
16. 
11. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
21. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
)lo 
32 •. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
,36. 
37. 
38, 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 

ij: 
46, 
47. 
48. 
49, so. 
51, 
52, 
5 • s . s . 
56. 
57, 
58, 
59. 
60, 
61. 
62. 
6J. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69, 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75, 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
ea. 
81. 
8.2. 
63, 
84. es. 

Other non-technical 
Subtotal, Phys.Ed., Military, etc. 
Total, all non-technical subjects 

Mathematics, 
Introductory and Review Mathematics 
Analytic Geometry and Calculus 
Differential Equations and Other 
Subtotal, Mathematica 
General Chemistry 
Physical Chemistry 
Or"anic Chemistrv 
QuantitatiTe Analys11 
QualitatiTe An~~1a11 
Other Chemistry 
Subtotal, Chemistry 
General Physics 
Modern Physics 
Subtotal, Physics 

0-4 0-3.3 1,1 1.0 43.2 45.6 
0-16 0-15 7.6 6.9 98 . 8 97 . 8 
0- 24 0-20 4.0 5.4 63.0 72.7 
0-14 0-12 3.1 2.7 59.l 55.4 
0-18 0-27.3 1.3 1.5 22.2 20.1 
o-24 0-30 6. 4 7.6 76.5 82.6 
3-30 5.7- 30.7 14.7 17.2 100 . 0 100. 0 
o-8 o-8 1 . 8 1.9 5o,6 51.6 
0-12 0-20 3.1 2.9 48.1 49.0 
o-4 o-6.7 0.3 0. 3 23 . 5 14.1 
0-16 0-24 5.2 5.2 84.0 77.2 

16-43 15-49 27 . 5 29.6 100 . 0 100.0 
Chemistry, and Physics 

0-10 0 -18 4 .4 
8-16 6-22 11.6 
o-6 0-14 1.3 

12-22 12-26 17,3 
4.10 4-10 a.a 
6-13 0-13 8 ,5 
5-ll 3•11 8.5 
o-8 oye 4.2 
0-4 o-s 1.3 
o-5 0-14 0. 3 

24~37 21-38 30.8 
8-18 5.3-16 10. 8 
o-3 o-6 0.2 
8-20 5.3-19 -11.l 

49-68 49-70 59,2 

2. 6 79 . 0 53.3 
11.7 100.0 100 . 0 

3.6 44.4 81.5 
17.9 100.0 100. 0 

7. 8 100 .0 100.0 
8.1 100 . 0 98,9 
7.8 100.0 98.9 
3.5 98.B 94,.6 
1 • .3 44.4 39.2 
o.5 9. 9 9. 8 

28.9 100. 0 100.0 
10. 2 100 . 0 100. 0 
1.0 8.6 38.0 

11.3 100. 0 100 . 0 
57.9 100. 0 100 . 0 Total, Math., Chemistry, Physics 

Engineering Graphics 
Total Graphics 0-9 0-9 · 4.7 3.8 97.5 94. 6 

58.7 
22.8 

Economics, Business Law, Business Administration 
Economics, Principles of o-6 0-7 • .3 2.2 
Economics-, Engineering o-6 0-3 O. 7 . 
Bus. Law, Bus, Admin., etc. 0-6 o-8 o.5 
Total Eco,, Bus, Law, Bus, Adnrl.n, 0-11 0-12,> .. 3.4 

Mechanics of Solids 
Mechanics 0-7 0-10 3.7 
Mechanics of Materials o-5 o-6 3.1 
Total Mechanics of Solids 2-10 0-10 6.8 

and Allied 
2.1 55.6 
o.5 · 23.5 
0.3 18,5 . . . 

2, 7 70.4 

3.9 97.5 
2.5 97.5 
6.4 100 . 0 

8.7 
68.5 

97.8 
80 ,4 
97.8 

Elementary Electrical Engineering 
Elementary Electrical Engineering o- 8 0-10 .4 ,7 · 4. 0 
Elementary Electronics 0- 3 · o-4. 5 0.3 0. 9 

98 . 8 
9.9 

100 . 0 

93 . 5 
38.0 
95 .7 Electrical Engineering, Total 0-9 0-10 5,0 5.0 

Nature and Properties of Materials A and B 
Physical Metallurgy 
Other Category A Courses 
Metallurgy . 

o-4 o-6 1. 2 o. 6 40.7 20. 6 
0-3 0-4 0.1 0,3 5,0 11,9 
o-5 o-6 0.4 o.6 12.7 21.1 
o-5 o-4 o .6 0.3 28.4 11,9 

. o-8 o-8 2.3 1.9 67,9 55.4 
Other Category B Courses 
Total, Materials Supplementary Sciences and Practices 

o- 8 o-8 0.2 0.2 4.9 4.3 Biology. and Geology 
Heat Power 
Shop Practice 
Other 

o- 6 o-4,7 o.e 0.2 23.5 8.7 
0-3 0-2 0. 4 0.1 23,5 8.7 o-i o-6 o.4 0.3 13,6 15.2 
o- o-8 1.8 o.e 45,7 29.3 Total, Supplementaries 

Chemical Engineering 
o-8 o-8 3.8 

4,8 
o.5 
9.1 
7,6 
4.1 

3.1 
5.o 
1.2 
9.2 
B.2 
3.9 

98,8 91.3 
100.0 100,0 Material and Energy Balance 

Thermodynamics 
Chemical Kinetics 
Subtotal, Chem, Process Principles 
Unit Operations Theory 
Unit Operations Laboratory 
Subtotal, Unit Operations 
Chemical Engineering Design 
Chemical Technology · 
Investigational Skills 
Introduction to Chemical Engrg 
In11trumentation 
Unit Processes 
Trip• 
Fuels and Lubricants 
Other 
Subtotal 

2-10 l•9 
o-5 o-4 
5-17 2.7-17 
4-13 0-16 
2-1 o-8 
8-16 0-20 
0-12 o-8,7 
0-7 0-7 
0-12 o-8 
0-4 0-10 
o-~ o-4 · 
0-3 0-1.5 
o-·:, o-e 
o-4 o-3 
o- 8 0-20 
5-23 0-25 

Total, Chemical Engineering 
• . . 

, 23-45 20-5 3 
Technical El ·ect·i ves 

Total Technicel Electives 0-12 0- 24 

11.7 
3.7 
2.1 
2,5 
o.e 
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WHAT DOES DU PONT LOOK FOR IN ITS CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 

Charles M. Cooper 
Engineering Department-Engineering Research Division 

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

\vhile the program implies1. that I will be "s_pee.king for Du Pont, " I am 
sure you realize that ·no one can really "speak-for" an organization on a sub
ject of this sort. In preparing the talk I have had discussions with many peo
ple covering a wide range of interests and responsibilities and found no strong 
disagreement with the points •of view expressed here. However, I am sure that 
had any one of these people prepared the paper, it would differ in many ways. I 
quickly found that every person polled had a different opinion, in fact, I soon 
despaired of producing an "opinion" useful to -you . Most seemed to feel that the 
cu~rent graduate was not s-0 bad but certainly could be better. There was some · 
thought but little, if any , firm evidence that todayts gr aduate may not be as 
broadly useful as those of some years ago, thotlgh the oppos·i te view was also met. 
Eventually I came around to asking "What does Du Pont lool{ for in its Chemical 
Engineers"'! 1 t is to this specific que stion that I will no,-1 address myself. 

In whn.t follows I will first attempt to give you a brief picture of what Du 
Pont looks for in .its chemi~al engineer~. This will, in effect, attempt to 
describe a product we want to obtain, and it will be your product I will be talk• 
ing about . Next I will raise some questions regarding your responsibility for 
certain important aspec ts in the education of chemical engineers • . Finally, I 
will make a few suggestions lool<ing toward more emphasis on some of these as-
pects. 

To provide background let us look at Sl ·ide l which shows, for 1961, the dis
tribution of technically trained people in Du Pont ·among a number of disciplines. 

DISTRIBUTION OF TECHifIC _l\LLY 
TRAiffl~D PEOPLE IN DU PONT-1961 

CHEI·1I C .A.L ENGINEERS 
CIVIL II 

ELECTRICAL 11 

I NDlTSTRI AL II 

r-IBCHANICAL " 
OT}IER II 

CHSlUSTS 11 

Oril""'R J. 
••• 
,. J ., 

·~ .,.,-l. r. .. J .. , • :, " uv tJJ. ' V L.· .:::, 

% 
28 

~ 
4 

16 
4 

31 
8 

100 

( TECI-i}Jl C /\LLY 'l'nAI r,ED Iii.A.KE UP 14~; 
O? /•.LL E!·IPLOY.iES) . 

You will note tr1at people .trained as cl1emical ene;ineers make up 28~~ of all tech
nical employees, · wl1i le mech:.mi CL,1 encineers and chemists are the other major 
groups. Slide 2 shows the distribution of chemical engineers in a few areas of 
:)ll Pont effort. 

' 

Jl S'l'F<l Rl 1·101-; OF CliEI11 CAL ENG RS 
IN SO!•lE ARF~AS OF OU P0}1T ( 1961) 

AS PERCEN1 OF 1~:CHNlCALLY TRAINED 

co~:PANY AS A iEOLE 
TOP ADMIN)STHATlON 
GElffiRAL AND ASSl S'I· P.NT 

GENEHAI, :-1ANAJERS 
S-\LES Al~D SALES DEV:t:LOFI'1El~'l; 
CF.NT HAL El~GI NEER I NG JF.P'I. 

7 

.. 

% 
26 
42 

36 
29 
23 
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l give these figures only to show that the chemical engineer is found in many 
areas o.t' Du Pont activity, including management. Other areas such as production 
and research aetivitiee w~re not surveyed but I would not expect the distribu
tion there to depart significantly from the company average. These figures, un
fortunately, can no more than hint at the destinies in Du Pont for present grad
uates. They do suggest, however, that the long-time usefulne ss of your graduates 
will depend much more upon their abilities to cope with problems which require 
integration of people, science, engineering, and economics than upon their abil
ities, however excellent, . to design equipment or plan the technical aspects of a 
research study. I do not suggest that excellence in chemical engineering design, 
or a sound basis in thermodynamics or an adequate background in soli d state phys
ics, as example, are no longer important. I am suggesting that such excelience 
is not enough. I ndeed, it has little utility until it has been applied. Appli
cation is so important that the man who has only a I!tt!e knowledge but who has 
learned to employ it effectively can become the most useful; i.e., the best paid, 
man in the organization. As time goes on such a man develops a wide ranging 
knowledge because part or his effectiveness depends upon recognizing areas where 
hi s knowledge is inadequate and then doing something about it. I·n other words 

\ 

he grows. We want men who will grow and continue to grow t hroughout their •whole 
lifetimes, men with insatiable ci1riosi ties, men who meet the broad problems of 
our industry and recognize them for what they are, exciting, challenging, and re
warding. 

Remember, now, that our problems involve a combination of people, science, 
engineering, and economics. This is true whether the area be management, re
search, ~.ales, product development, or plant design. These problems do not nec
essarily require the attention of chemical engineers, and there are many cases 
_where people without chemical engineering training.,-!:_ave become exceedingly able 
as solvers of chemical industry problems.· Is there any unique value,. then, in 
a chemical enginee.ring education? I believe there is. A chemical engineer en-

_, tering the chemical industry will usually start with reasonably well defineq; as
signments not too far removed from his classroom. experience. He is expected to 
handle them effectively • . It is most impor~ant that his initial efforts be suc
cessful. Sound training in chemical engineering· including as much experience in 
handling probl~ms as 1s practical in his schooling are the best preparation he 
can have. At this point he can have a distinct advantage over, for instance, a 
man trained 1n mechanical engineering., but also can be at a disadvantage if the 
latter has learned much more effectively to employ his knowledge. Assuming 
e.qua.leffeetiv.eness the chemical engineer will start with an advantage and should 
be able to grow more rapidly provided only that he has as good an aptitude and 
has received through his living and educational experiences the same sort of in
centives to grow. But note that effectiveness in the use .of knowledge can more 
than take the place of specialization. 

. ' 

Perhaps from all this you begin to see some picture of what we want in chem
ical engineers. First we want men well prepared to handle defined problems -
_problems not too far removed from .the kind met with at school but problems which 

· . . :it.l~Y involve many phases of scientific knowledge or experimental approach. "Well 
· prepared'' includes undertaking with confidence of success relatj. vely simple sci- · 
:ent1f'ic or engineering application work in fields foreign to their academic ex
perience. In the end we want men who will grow rapidly till the~ can handle 
quickly and effec.t1 vely not only the mul tidi scipline problems so common in the 
chemical industry but also the multiaspe.ct problems -- people, science., engineer
ing, and economics -- which are common to all industry. 

How your current product- "stacks-up" against· these wants I am not prepared 
to say. Many of the people with whom this paper was discussed are concerned · 
that the current emphasis on "engineering so1-ence 11 will take emphasis away from 
the appli·cation of. science. Science is of value to us only as it · is. applied. 
The school~ have a re&l responsibility for turning out graduates who are as well 
prepared as possible to help us solve our immedi.ate technical. problems; they have 
a muc.h larger re.sponsibility, I feel, . for turning out people who will. grow; peo
ple with insatiable curiosity, people with a vision or exciting, challenging and 
rewarding work ahead. 

. 

I suspect this statement of our "wants" while possibly interesting ma,- not 
be very helpful to you. Let me be more specific .. When we employ a chemical en
gineer {or any person for that ·matter), we want a man who will solve our problema, 
a p~oducer, an effective worker. We tend to take for granted the items of hia 
formal education and toeua on those aspects that determine whether he can and 
will-· ua~ , hia formal train!~ ~t~~.ci_1v~_l7. Can he write, .. ta~k.i lj ate~~ boea he 
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possess initiative? Curiosity? c·onfidence? Reliability? 'de suspect that the 
effectiveness of chemical engineers in doing our work is more dependent on the ex• 
perience they have had in using their knowledge than on the knowledge itself. It 
may be that the problem work required in the ''chemical engineering '' courses pro
vides "experience" to a greater degree thar1 1 s found in other engineering dis .. 
cipl1nes, and that this experience is a facto r behind the chemical engineers' 
reputation for versatility. If so what an opportunity there should be to turn 
out a much improved strain of chemical engineers simply by ensuring still better · 
experience during school years. in the application of knowledges. 

Let me be very emphatic concerning problems. I am not confining myself to 
problems involved in equipment selection design, fabricat ion or operation. We 
want men who will als o tackle effectively cost analyses, product development,. 
patent prosecutlon or sales effort -- to name a few areas -- when problems in 
these areas require their attenti.on; but we do not expect trained experts in all 
these and other fields. We want people who will employ effectively what they 
know; and people who expect to acquire new knowledge e.s tfie'!r" w"orT< requires it. 

Warren K. Lewis has stated the objective of chemical engineering training in 
somewhat this manner "to so prepare a man that, when faced by a new and unusual 
situation whether technical, social, or economic, he will handle it with confi
dence and effectiveness." If we accept such a statement for our guide, we are 
led to two questions , (1) 11\·v'hat lrnowlede;e and e~teriences does a inan require in 
order that he will tackle the new and unusual si uations of the future with con- . 
fidence and effectiveness?" and then, (2) "What part should the school play in 
ensuring that. the student acquires both the essential knowledge and experiences"? 

No one will disagree that a person must have a reasonable grasp of all co
gent factors before ~e can take competent action; I wonder- if it is as self
evident that he must also have some confidence of success before he will take ac• 
tion. Such confidence, for most of us I dare say, comes only as the result of 
previous successful achievements. If you will grant me this conclusion, we are 
led to three secondary objectives for chemical engineering education which back 
up the main objective, these are: 

l. To help the student acquire as sound as possible a grasp of the 
sciences, the humanities, and the engineering disciplines. It 
is of equal importance to stimulate him to continue his self
education. 

2. To provide experience in meeting successfully new and unusual 
experiences and situations which may require information from 
many disciplines. 

3. To make the student aware that problems in engineering (and in 
life) seldom have single answers; what we seek is the best an
sv-1er, even though we may have to settle for less. • 

. 

Under item (1), the student acquires the basic knowledge that makes it pos
sible for him to handle the practical problems; with this knowledge he can tackle 
the unusual problem if he will. With the background of experience gainea under 
item {2) the student acquires the confidence he must .have before he wi~l tackle 
the unusual problem. Finally with some experience under item (3) the student 
become s aware that mos~ practical problems involve people, science, engineering, 
and economics. Am I correct in believing that current teaching emphasizes item 
(1) and almost excludes from ac tive consideration items (2) and (3)? Coming 
back to item (l) -- here is the field of curricula. What subject matter must 
the student be exposed to; how can a proper choice be made of the most essential 
bits from the mass of new and old material? Once chosen there are time-tested 
teaching methods which, however, tend to rely heavily or entirely on illustrative 
problems with a single correct answer. Let me return later to the problems of 
choice of material and of the one correct answer. 

What kind of experiences are needed (item 2) to develop confidence leading 
_to action? For this, I s~ppose, personal success in handling ana~ofous problems 
is the necessary experience. I recal~ the first church fund drive n which I 
participated. This I would have avoided almost by any means but in the situation 
I could not do so and finally with actual dread I approached the first call. You 
know what happened, it was a pleasant, not an unpleasant, experience. That one 
experience opened the dQor to me · for all kinds of personal contacts which I other
wise might have hesitated to make. By the same token, the student who has suc
cessfully employed energy and material balances to solve problems ranging from 
the· efficiency of a coal fired boiler plant to the heat of reaction in a tluid-
1 ze~ b~.d converter, s·hould now be confident _that the same tools can be use.fully 
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employed in any area where there is a transfer of mass and energy. AS I have in
dicated before, experience in this specific area may be back of the chemical en
gineers• willingness to tackle problems outside the scope of his direct experi
ence. Under item (2), I would suggest that, ,µnong other things, a student should 
meet a few problems where he must supply mi ssing data; others where there is un
necessary information; and still others where the actµal problem turns out, after 
analyzing the information , to be different than that originally stated. Moreover 
the student should have p~actice in thinking his way through problems to obtain 
approximate answers quickly -- to size the problem before spending time to get 
the exact solution. I feel that ability and initiative in thinking through prob
lems in a quantitative way is of sufficient importance both for developing con
fidence, for stimulating curiosity, and f or increasing effectiveness that no one 
should be allowed to graduate in chemical engineering without formally demonstrat
ing such ability. Note, however, that facility at mental mathematics is essen
tial. Do you ask for proof that a student has achieved even this facility? 

Tom Sherwood, some years ago, published a paper in the ASEE Journal on the 
subject "Should Engineering Schools Teach Engineering." He was tal king about 
1·tem (3) .• It seems unlikely, to me, that many of the illustrative problems used 
in teaching can be of the open ended sort because the staff effort required to 
handle them would be too great. There should, however, be enough such examples 
and wi tl::l: .the proper emphasis . so that the student appr ~.ciate s . he is dealine; with 
problems more nearly like those to be me t with in indus try. I believe this can 
be done if the need is recognized and the effort made . I would expect that im
plementat ion of items {2) and (3) would not require more courses, but would be 
handled by the way in which existing courses are taught.~ Note that AIChE 's 
Chemical Engineering contest problem h as at times consti tuted a step in t hi s di- . 
rection. 

Let me recapitulate what we think we want in chemical engineers. 

We •in the chemical industry see continual increase in the variety as well as 
the depth of the problems our chemical engineers must face, with ~he new and un
usual the daily fare for many. We need men who have a sound basing in the sci
ences and mathematics, a reasonable acquaintance with technology, enough exper
ience in applying their knowledge to problems requiring bits from several disci 
plines including economics so that they will know it can be done, some acguatn
tance with the open-ended problem -- the one requiring a "best" answer, a well 
developed curiosity, -- and the ability to communicate. I have emphasi zed the 
importance of "people, science, engineering, and economics." We all work for 
some one and others work for us. The importance of science , engineering and ec 
onomics are, no doubt, readily apparent to the student. He cannot, however, pos
sibl y understand the importance of people until he has had organizational exper
ience in wor~ing for another or in directing others. Whi le nothing can take the 
place of actual -experience, he should be aware of the problem, - particularly of 
the problem of communication, to the extent that he will expect it and look for 
it. Perhaps you could use every report or examination pape r as a specific exam
ple of a problem in communications. Individual conferences with student could 
appraise the students' deficiencies and emphasize communications difficulties. 

Now let me conclude with a few thoughts 
largely contained in item {l) of the slide. 
apologize in advance. One mar organize the 

regarding curriculum -- the material 
This may be "old stuff." If so, I 

material a student will encounter in-
to the categories of: 

- mathematics; physical and chemical 
laws; communication which includes 
spelling, writing, speaking, lis
tening, languages; etc. 

· Tools 

Knowledge - the sciences, technologies -- organ
ized inf.ormation in general 

Information- largely how things are done, mechan
ical and electrical devices, pipe
fitting, maching, equipment generally 

j:,?;Pe_;r1.~n~e ... - lfnow.i .~_~ge de_ri ve from o~e ts own action. 

The tools are the student•s most basic asset. They are used to manipulate 
knowledge -- to put it to use. Choice or the tool subjects required is rela
tively easy and good methods of teaching are ava!1ab1e wlth the single exception 1 

of oommunioation which seldom, if ever, 1s adequately covered • 
. -

• 
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Knowledge covers an enormous span and here there is real trouble dec i ding 
what areas sfiould and can be included. Minimum cov~rage of important areas should 
include emphasis on general principles with enough application to specific prob
lems so that the student will be confident t~at, with a little study, he can han
dle practical problems. Many important areas cannot be covered even to this 
extent but contact should be carried to the point that the student will remember 
he has heard of it, and will carry away the impression that this area too can be 
mastered by study if need be. In considering the "what to cover" and "how to 
cover it," the prime consideration should be "what does the student need to es
tablish his confidence that he can find his way around in this field." 

Information covers a far wider field than knowledge. Here, I feel, we have 
much £"o !e·arn regarding choice of mater-ial and teaching methods . For example, . 
there are many physical tools which the student may well need to use in l~ter 11 
life but which time is too short fo r him to experience with hi s own hands. Orsat 
analysis, surveying tools and methods, pipefittine, lathe operation, operation 
of a disti lling column, excavating equipment, pile drivers; or information re
trieval systems, and computers. Here is needed only some kind of mental index 
that tells him yes, I saw that, I am sure I can find the information. For exam
ple -- when I i-1a.s a student at !JI. I . T., all chemical engineers had a year of 
machine tool lab; today that l aboratory does not exist. I feel that both ap
proaches missed the point. One doesnot need a year ts -lab work on machine tools 
to convey an understanding of what can be done -- yet no engineers' education can 
be considered complete without some such understanding. Here a carefully pre
pared movie series in perhaps three, one-hour periods, could, I believe, give a 
broadly, useful understand3 ng of the whole fS.eld and leave in t}Je student an ad
equate feeling of confidence that he unders tand the essential features of the 
technology. Application of thi s princ!ple to many existing courses could, I 
would hope, reduce the amount of effort re qui r•P.d an<l at the same time provide a 
very muah broadened base of information • 

. As I am sure you are aware most everythinB I have said could be applied to 
other engineering disciplines equally well. This would be fine -- it could- pro
vide Du Pont with better engineers in every field. 

To Summarize: 

We lool<: for J!len, . including chemical engineers, who will apply their know
ledge effectively to the wide range of unust1.al , mul tidi sc:-. pline problem~ that 

· they will be exposed to in the cl1emical industry; problems t hat- cannot possibly· 
be anticipated during thei~ school yea·rs. · 1,-Je want men who .will continue to grow 
in breadth and depth. \.'e went men with insatiable curiosity. 

\ve suspect thtl. t confidence in his abi 11 t7,r to handle unusual problems., con-· 
fidenoe based upon experience in actually handling un,1sua.l probler.1s, is neces
sar°J' before the man can be confj.dent of ultimRte success. ·1vi.thout sucl1 confi 
dence it is unlikely that effective action will result. The scl:'1001s have· a hlgh 

.degree of responsibility for providing such experience • . 

We suggest that in choosing what to teach and how to teach it the guidine• · 
principle should be "how much need the student knorJ and how much practice must 
he have to gain a soundly based confi dence that, given time, he can master the 
unusual problem. 11 we wo1,1ld hope, as a r esult of such an· approach, 'that cur
ricula could be simplified but at the same time be great·ly strengthened • 

. 
You may probably feel that the suggestions just made are naive and impracti-

cal . -- perhaps they are. They are offered only in the hope tha t ~omehow you 
can find the ways to give us engineers -- chemical engineers -- who both can and 
will tackle still more ·effectively the broad range of unusual, exciting, chal
lenging and rewarding problems which characterize the chemical industry. Such 
m,n will have curiosity of a high order and will groi,1 in ttsefulness to them
selves and to industry throughout their lifetimes. 

In closing, I would like to leave two different but related questions in 
your minds. . ( 1) .· Do you make a real attempt to bring to your students a feeling 
for tneir responsibilities as professional men and as citizens? Perhaps per
sonal example would be the best teacher here. How many of ' your staff · take ac
tive parts in professional society, civic, or a church work? (2) Are you look~ 
ing to the secondary schools for long-range help in your own curricula? Is 
there nQt a good chance that some s~are of the time spent by_ college freshmen 
could be covered in high school? Are you doing something about it? 

. 
' 



'.i'HE OHEM!CAL ENGINEER AND HIS PLACE 
I 

IN THE LONG RANGE GOALS OF INDUSTRY 

G. T. Halberstadt 
Research & Development Dept. 

Proctor & G~mble Company 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

)'1 topic, .,.The Chl!mieal Engineer and His Pl.ace in the Long Range Goals . 
ot Industry", raises many questions. What are irnustry's goals? Which induetriee? 
When? What implications do these goals have tor the Chemical Engineer? For hie 
education? These are the questions I should like to discuss with you today. 

• • • 

I believe it is most pertinent to these questions to focus specifica]q 
on the period when the students or the sixties will be assuming their highest 
levels or responsibilities. This will be some 20-25 years from now. 

. 

In order to obtain some answers to the questions posed, I believe we 
would do well to heed the advice of Abrahain Lincoln, who said: 

•It we could know first where we are·, and whither we 
are tending, we could then judge what to do and how 
to do it." 

With this advice as a guide, let us look at some data. Many or the figures that I 
shall present are necessarily estimates. They have been derived from many sourcee, 
including studies by Departments or Commerce and Labor plus factors that we haw 
developed over the years. 

Let us consider first the growth in Gross l~ational Product (Exhibit 1). 
The line for the G.N.P. is in terms or fixed (1954) dollars; it reflects the 
in actual goods and services. Since the war, the increase per year has varied traa 
2.S~ tor the past 5 years to J.2~ for the past 15 years. There is much attent:1.m 
these days to goals for America that visualize increases in the O.N.P. Optill'Jati
oally, and I hope realist·ically, I shall assume an annual increase tor th~ O.R.P. 
between now and 1985 at least equal to that actually achieved on the average ·•inee 
the end ot the war - 3.~. In order to put the G.N.P. in perspective, the popa]ara 
tion growth is shown at the bottom of the chart. 

Exhibit 2 shows the industries employing Ch.E. 1s and the approximate 
number and percent or Ch.E.'s in each of these industries. The classification• 
used here are those used in studies by the ·Nntional Science Foundation, Department• 
or Labor and Commerce, and others. Chcrnioal Companies are those producing prcxluQ'te 
generally rec.ognized as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. They employ approximately 
one-hal.t or the Chemical Engineers. 

' 

Chemical Process Companies, as used here, are those producing product•. 
not generally recognized as either chemicals·, pharmaceuticals, or petroleum, bllt 
whose technology is based primarily on chemistry - foods, paper, textile manutaa- . 
turers, detergents, cement, glass, etc. They employ approxima tel1 one-eighth ·· ot 
the Chemical Engineers. 

Petroleum Companies include exploration as wefl as refining, and p-otluo\a 
ot coal. as well as petroleum. These companies employ about one-tourth ot the . 
Chemical .Engi_neers. 

. 

Others - metal, 
the Chemical Engineers • 

• 

. I 

electrical, aircraft, etc. - employ about one-eighth of ' 

12 

• 
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. . Exhibit :, . shows \he growth- ot these induetries · which I shall aall 
Chad.cal Engineering Industries. The figures shown here were · oaloulated troa ~ 
average sales growths or 8 chemical companies as a group, ot 8 chemical i:rooeeij· . ., .. 
companies as -a group, and or 8 petroleum companies as a group. F.aoh group ave~·
wae then weighted in proportion to the percent ot Ch.E. 'a it employs; namel.7, t.bi!-

"'"Sa,C, 12.s~. and 25~ shown in Exhibit 2. 1.11 figures were then converted to fi-4 .. 
(1954) dollars. During the pa~t 10 years the annual fixed dollar growth baa a"ry811: 
:,.~ per year. This is m greater than the 2.~ growth of the O.N.P. in the -\: .. 
period shown on the preceding slide. 

What are the goals tor these "Cl.E. Industries" tor the next 20-2S yearet 
These, of course, will be influenced by the goal t or the G.N.P. The record ot the 
past decade, current activities, and the aggressive managements or the "Ch.E. Indue
tries" make me reel that when one talks goals, he must assume a goal for these 
industries higher than the goal tor the G.N.P. A reasonable 1985 goal would ae• 
to be one at ·least comparable to the record or the i:ast ten years, namely an annual 
growth in sales 25~ greater· than the assumed J.z' annual growth in O.N.P., or 4.~ 
tor these industries on a fixed dollar basis. Exhibit 4 shows the results ot auoh 
growth along with the estimated population growth. By 1985, the population will 
be up 5of, from that or 1961. The G. tJ. P. on a fixed dollar basis will be up twice 
that. The goals for "Ch.E. Industries" are sales up about one-halt again aa much 
as the G.N.P. 

Exhibit 5 shows the number of Chemical Engineering college graduates in 
industry from 19JO through 1961. During the past ten years, the number or Ch.E.'a 
in industry has increased on the average 5.7/, per year • 

. 

Exhibit 6 gives a comparison of this grar,th rate with other growth ratea. 
Population will continue to grow 1.% per year. G.N.P. fixed dollars. 2.~ past 
10 years; J.2~ for 1961-85. Ch.E. Industries Sales, 25~ faster than O.N.P. in each 
period: J.6i past 10 years; 4.0% for 1961-85. Ch.E.'s in ihdustry: 5.~ past 10 
years; what will be the rate of increase 1961-85? The other figures on this chart 
have implications with respect to the answer to tl1is question.. (Exl'1ibit 7) Thia. 
shows the possible needs and possible supply of Cl1emical Engineers. 

The black lines are two estimates or the number of Ch.E.'s needed it · 
"Ch.E. Industries" are to achieve their 1985 goals • . Eacin·· or these black lines 
recognizes that t}1ese industries have acl1ieved specific sales with a specific num
ber or Ch .E. 's in 1961. The lower black line - labell_ed +4% - assumes also that 
it sales in fixed dollars are to increase 4% per year, a similar 4i increase will 
be required in the number of Ch.E. 1s The upper black line - labelled +6.)i ~on · 
the other hand, recogr1izes the fact s:.own on tlle })receding chart that it required 
a 5.7'1, annual increase in Ch.E. 1s in industry to increase the fixed dollar sales 
J.6% (1951-1961) and, therefore, assumes that it will take a 6.3~ annual increase 
in Ch.E. 's to increase sales 4-·.o·~ in 1961-85. ~!any companies have indicated they 
will need an increase of this magnitucte. Th~ overall estimate given by the 
Chemical Industry to Department of Labor for U.S.F. study of future needs shows 
that between 1959 and 1970 an average 5.6% increase of engineers would be needed 
per year. 

. 
Now let's look at the gray lines. These are estimates or the number ot 

Ch.E.'s th.at would be available to industry under three different corditiona. Each 
estimate includes allowances for attrition over the years based on approximations 
that s~em reasonable in view of what has happened generally from 1930 to 1961 and 
other related information. The lower gray line - marked 100% - assumes al.so tl\at 
~he same J?ercent· of 20-24 year males will obtain B.S. degrees in Ch.E. as in the 
past 5 years: just under .05i. Under this condition, the "Ch.E. Industriea Salee• 
will be growing taster thao the number of Ch.E.'s employed by these industriea.- · 
Note the 4.~ black line is above the 10~ gray line. This is a good trick if it · 
ca~ be done; but it is contrary t9 the past .and indications given by "Ch.E. Indus. 
·tri!a" managements i~ personal conversation tha~ I have ha~ well ~sin their .· · 
estimates. tor N.S.F. studies that I have mentioned, ' . - -: 

, . 

' 
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· ,,. To achieve the-middle tr-"1 line .- marked."140,, - · ~ch 1n· e.rreot ctupl.l\l&IIINt 
·-.. ~d.uatey .eal~s increase in fixed ~ollars of 4'1, per year, would· require a ,._. · 
·¼nare~1e ·•llV 1970 in the 20-24 year male population graduating ai Ch.I. •1 and a ~ 
·t.inuation at that ·1evel to 1985. To get this kind or increase, industries, · ao-' · '. 
institutions...- and. A.I.Ch.I. ·must do more than they have done in the past to ·1.n ···• .. · · •i; 
·boys ·in Ch.E. I believe such an increase could be obtained; it will, hcwever,, _ 1,e · · · 
·110at Mtf.'icult. It means 6000 B.S. degrees i:er year in the early '?O's ve at:iou~ 
3000 -this year. 

To achieve the upper gray line - marked 250~ - which in effect duplicate• 
the 6.11, increase per year needed to maintain the same increase in Ch.E. •a relative·· 
to the increase in sales as occurred in 1-951-1961 would require a 15~ increase 111 
the 20-24 year males graduating as Ch.E.'e, or about 11,000 B.S. degrees per year 
in the early '70'a vs )000 this year. This would be nice, perhaps; but I belie.,.·· 
we ahould ·raoe the tact that this is not going to happen. 

Ch.E, 'a have brought many benefits to industry. Future benetita will be · 
lees tibviaus and will require a more complex technology ard better organized effort 
to achieve. Thie is the history or all industrial progress. For instance, our 
basic steel industry- which is older than "Ch.E. Industries", at one time used only. 
rich ores, largely surface mined with surface mined coal. Today, this industry- is 
compelled . to dig deeper tor i _ts ore and coal, and devise methods to process lower 
grade ores to finished products ot higher specifications. So it is and will be 
with "Ch.E. Industries". Overall, it seems safe to assume, therefore, that the 
work to be done will increase faster than industries' fixed dollars sales and that 
the supply of Ch.E. 's will not grow as fast as the work to be done. This is veey 
interesting: it is Parkinson's law in reverse. 

Cl1ernical Engineers perfonn various functions in industry as shown in 
Exhibit 8. The lines between Adm.-Mgt. and Supervisors-Technologists-Specialists 
are not sharp and vary company to company up and down from those shown in this 
exhi.bit. Also, there .are similar overlappings among 'R&D, Production-Operations
Exploration, and Others. The lines in this exhibit are based on definitions and 
data in the National Science Foundation report on a 1959 Survey or Scientific and 
Technical Personnel in American Industry. 

The future will bring changes in the job details and some reapportioning 
among R&O, Production, and Others. Also, there will be a greatly increased work 
volume in the various functions. In Exhibit 9, the areas of the two chart8 are 
proportional to the sales in the two years. The area for 1985 is 2½ times the 
size or that for 1961. As indicated previously, the actual work volume to be 
handled may be even greater than this and with a much smaller increase in Ch.E. 1s. 

' -
Who are the Ch.E. 's that perform these functions in 1961 and who will . , 

the7 be in 1985? This .,is shown by Exhibit 10. 
' . 

Absorb this chart slowly, please, one piece at a time• Focus your a~te..-.· 
tion first on the· lower 4/ 5ths or the charts-; notice tl'(at in 1985 abollt ~~ of t,h• i 
area is light gray, meaning that these functions must be perfCJrmed bJ -~he grad.ua~~., : 
ot 1962-1985, The other 1~ will be performed by toose shown in black who are ~ -. : 
that will be left ot those that carried out these £unctions in 1961. In total, the. 
Chemical Engineers must be able to carry out the £unctions, regardless ot wlmthel". · 
the 41~44'/,-lS~ distribution remains as shown here or changes. Furth9r, th,111\111~--
be able to handle the job details not as they are today, but as they will be th•~• l 
And fin•lly they must be able to handle the increased volume or responeibi.~t,ie~ · 
per man. Effective utilization of new tools such as computers and better projeot 
and .personnel management techniques will be mandatory. 

,. 

How focus your attention on the top ot the chart represei,~1ng the*• 
groups in 1961· and 1985. The 1985 group 1a made up of aboµt 1~ that pertor~4 
function in 1961 (shown in black), and about 2oi that were in· i,ie·. Supervisor& ... 
Teohnologiat-Specialist group in 1961 ( shown in dark gray) • . There are no other~ -' 
ttoli 1961. About 70'1, ot the Adm.-)fgt. group (shown in light gPB¥) net o,wae .i-n-. • 

. -

• 

, 
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.,.aua:tes o~ the .next 10 years. lf these runot1o11s 1n· J.Ya, ar, carne"· ~u~-. ., .. 
· 1,1a·. in-.dequatel.J. "Ch.E, Industries" will not achieve their goals and the Ch,I .• ~~ _.* · ~~1 ... cal .Engineering prof'ession will have lost an opportunity for ata~ui,; .. · in 
: aoa et)'. . 

. . . . 

In total, this chart reflects what I believe are the .basic Jr~b:ieii. .-~• :·. 
lr.onting Ch~E. 's ·and Ch.E. F,ducation, namely quantity ·am quality of Ch.JC.•~--~- :· · 
The · problem or quantity is obvious. Can it be solved? So far there ~ be~.- .-,~ 
lethargy or,at best, talk, and even then much or it has been pretty much as :,ou 
and I are doing now - talking to each other instead of to high . school boys and . . .. 

• cq~cilors and college freshmen. In:lustry can otter· opportunity, lend encoµ.i--. . . ~.-
and support; but this is a grass roots problem and needs a direc.t attack by. peo~- · 
close ·to the grass roots. It seems to me that the Ch.E. faculties are. close .to I i 

those roots; .but they need a tool in order to make better contact. I believe the, 
A.I.Ch.E. 1s proposed movie · might well be such a tool. It warrants support b7· . .,, . 
industry and vigorous use by racultie..s when available~ Perhaps with it and similar, ! 
positive action we can obtain some of the needed increase in Ch.E.•s. · 

The problem of quality is not so obvious. It is only when one weighs 
the implications or each color .and each line of this chart that ha ful·ly appre~ . :, 
ciates it. With this appreciation comes realization that although the problem ot 
quantity is a major one, that of quality is at least as great. Can the problem 
of quality be solved? I believe the answer is yes it the Ch8111ical. Engineeri,ng .. 
graduates, in ad.di tion to having achieved specific scores when tested in the sub-.. 
jects included in the Ch.E. curriculum, are truly educated men. 

What is an educated man? Many definitions have peen given, varying t~-1 

the cynical bt Martin Fischer - "The educated man is one who has had a set ot . 
prejudices driven down his throat." to .the exalted by Aristotle - nAn educated nan·· 
is to the uneducated as the living is to the dead." Somewhere in between these two~ 
and in a 111ore i,~actical vein, · I ofter £or your consideration the definition, "An . : 
educated man is one who is able to contribute his maximum potential, to society~ 1 .;;•J• 
Let me repeat - "An educated man is one who is able to contribute his maximum . · 
potential to society." Ir we accept this detini tion, then the educated. Ch.E. mu.iii" \ 
have four characteristics. · ·: : -~ : 

' . . . . .· 

\IJ (Exhibit 11) Knows technique or learning. Although some student,:· 
are educated on this subject when they enter college, most are not. For all. P'Ai• '_::-.1 

tical purposes, the undergraduate level is the last cha.nee for education in th1I . t 
· area. There is a pitfall - namely, that the student get the impression that · ··: · : 
mastert or methodology is all there is to being educated. I believe that almne~.1 .• '. 

~veryone ~ this group knows some or the bitter ~tennaths that we have exper~•f-4:: 
_lll our prunary and secondary school systems, particularly in the ma th · and scienoi.. :· .-;, 
areas, as a result or overemphasis or methodology. · · 

(2) Has acquired specific knowledge. The student must learn enough ...... 
tacts to enable him with some additional training to perform his illuuedi•te_ 8P9P.K~9-:.~i 
assi.~nts. He must, therefore, be taught facts. The trend toward teachingi-·• .. · · N ; 
lying concepts that has rollowed the Grinter report is an important str~de ta~· ·· ·/·. · / 
covering this area or education £or the Chemical Engineer. Here• again, · th,'"' ~-· ···.:· : 
a ·danger. The mere acquisition or £acts, as was the fashion among leam.~d ·• ·· .. l 
before the Renaissance, can be greatly overdone to the detriment oi' . true. e~~~~-~ l 

. . . 

The Chemical Engineering racul ties have a major responsibility in·· thtf ~ 
area, particularly where broad principles are involved. Industry, too, has a 
responsib~lity. It can and must teach the specific facts of its induatr,., ,.~-;~· 
must proVJ.de, also, the atmosphere and facilities that will encourage the ..... 
to keep hiMself knowledgeable in his field as new engineering and scientitio : 
oiples evolve. · 

(3) Can recognize pertinence of acquired knowledge. · In .tOl'M~ ~-·. · 
when,, less basic concepts were taught, -specif~c applications were seen .·.;.••· ·,i · -

lreq~ently we~e used to teach tb~ concepts themselves. . Now that the ··c : . 

• 

• 

, 

' . . . 
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more basio, thei r pertine~oe to epecitio problems ie seen less read1ly. It is . 
important, therefore , that a special effort be made by the faculties lest the 
st udent reel that the objective of Chemical Engineerini education is merely the 
acquisition of knowledge or the bro~ underlying concept.a. He should understand 
that in addition he must be able to recognize the pertinence of a concept in any 
situation. 

(4) Has the will to achieve . This r equires the toughness of mind. and 
spirit to compel the application of knowledge to any condition; and, - if this 
knowledge is inadequate to control the condition, to acquire whatever knowledge 
is needed . to bri ng the condition under controlo This d·esire for accomplishment 
comes from an inner souroe, inherent in the man himself, his heritage, and his 
early environment. It is a frame of mirxi, or a spiritual value, i£ you will. In 
youth it is intertwined with and almost- inseparable from faith, hope, and expecta
tion. When limited failures and frustrations begin to repeat - and they do -
little is left of faith, hqpe and expectation unless there is this will to ~chieve. 
Its importance increases exponentially tdth time for many years . The faculties have 
a responsibility in tbis area. They must find a way to do. a better job of screening 
out before enrollment, or at least in the first year, those who do not have this 
will to achieve. They must also develoE and not bury-- this will to achieve in those 
that have it. 

• 

' 
Industry has an equal or perhaps greater responsibility because the 

individual is with ·industry longer. Industry must not stifle or destroy whatever 
will-to-achieve there is in the young graduate it employs, and, in addition, must 
nurture this will to achieve. This, I believe, is possible only when the man is 
encouraged to grow, This in turn means industry as well as educators must treat 
the man as an individual. a separate personality in full recognition of his innate ·-- · . 

personal characteristics. This is easier to say than do, for the pressures todq 
are mostly in the opP9site direction. Classification of Chemical Engineers b;Vv 
industry into groups such as Levels I, II, III, etc., !or instance, is verr attrac
tive. It makes administrative problems simpler, for then the company can make major 
decisions by considering what to do with just a few classifications rather than what 
to do with a great number of individuals. Some of this is good and necessary; muoh · 
of it can be harmful, such as restricting .certain types or work to 'certajn classi.t1-
oations. 

Society does not move forward by ideas arrl actions detemined by groups. 
Rather, an individual provides the initial spark or spearheads the action or groups 
trom .~_~ere handful to large numbers. Putting individuals into categories tor pur
poses· other than those essential £or administration, lessens the identity of .each 
individual, with a resultant loss in his drive, his toughness or· mind, and his 
creativity. Industry_must avoid this for with it comes a plodding ponderous inohin& 

· forward by the group in place of the big step, the finesse step that only the indi. 
vidual can provide. 

. The establishment of an environment and a modus operandi conducive to the 
preservation of the identity or the individual and the development or his will to 
achieve is industry's major responsibility. · 

In conclusion, I should like to leave you with the thought that ti. 
future ot the Profession of Chemical. Engineering, __ like tha.t of any Profession, 
~ll depend on just one factor - the quality or its individual members. ·Q11li~ 
is not a happenstance. It develops from the starrlards sought ard achieved by tbe 
educators and by · those utiliz~g tllB talents or the Profession. ~ personal. ·.op~ioq 
is that the Chemical Engineering faculties _and "Chemical Engineering Industries~' 
have done & good job but much remains to be done • Let each of us accept thia · (° 
challenge and not shrink from it • ; · · · 

, .;.:4· . . . . . 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ATTITUDE IN YOUN(l ENGINEERS 

by A. L. Frye 

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company· 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

I know how Rip Van Winkle felt after being out of touch for 20 years., 
for like our friend, it has been 20 years since I left the University. 
Under these circumstances ~ it would be very impertinent to tell this . . 
outstand1 ng audience how t-he students of today should be taught. 

On the other hand, I d.o not believe it would be out of order for me 
to report certain observations that my colleagues and I have made on 
the products of your universities. From these remarks, it is hoped 
you will find an idea or two for reflection. 

Having personally hired several dozen young chemical engineers and 
having worked with scores of others, one cannot help but classify 
or develop a pattern of thinking (or perhaps you may add "or get into 
a rutn). I have noted together with some of my contemporaries that 
three characteristics are impcrtant to becoming a successful engineer 
in most companies including our own. These characteristics are ability., 
drive and attitude. Although I will discuss all three characteristics, 
most of the time will be spent on the latter. 

ABILITY 

By the term ability, I mean inherent aptitude plus its cultivation 
(i.e. knowledge gained by experience and knowledge gained by fonnaJ 
training.) These chara8teristics are absolutely second to none for 
the most responsible jobs in indust:cy either at the top of t~e admin
istrative pyramid or at the top of the purely technical pyramid. I 
won't be-labor a discussion on inherent aptitude, however, since my 
definition of inherent aptitude would rule out anything being done 
to improve this characteristi~ and any deficits will have to be made 
up with additional cultivation which comes with experience. 

Relative to knowledge gained by experience , industry is looked to in 
this area. The one obvi011f: except.ion to this is the cooperative plan 
offered by many uni ve:rsi t,ies,, No purpose is served by stirring con
troversy in this area ot.her t,han to say cooperative schools have their 
merits and my compa11y par+ ... i.cipates in a program of' at least two major 
universities. I don't believe anyone could disagree that the cooper
ative .program provides a irision for the young student (let ~e add, I 
think the instructor can provide a better balanced one.) Broadly 
speaking, however, the schools that are in the greatest need for 
cooperative programs are most likely located in areas where industry 
is sparse and cooperative programs are more difficult to arrange. 
('Even though historic:al1.y, they did not grow up in this manner.) 

19 
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Relative to fonnal acad~mi-~ t .. raini.ng , I 1,vot1ld be c.onsidered a coward, 
unless I gave you at, least a t,hoLtght, or t.wo on t,his subject. While 
it is recognized t .hat. great, advances have been made in put-t.:.ing chem
icaJ. engineering more on a t,heo~et-ical basis, I believe the concept 
that was popular 20 yea·rs ago t .hat:. ''we .simply t_e_c3:ch _e_n~il!e_e.rs ho"! 
to think'' is not as r.:1ld f ash.i.,:-,ne.ri as sorr.e may believe~ For example, 
!' can recall that some ;·:.ompanies years ago would ask young engineers 

' 
the best way to crush a. t.0n of rock ., A good many st-ude.nt,s would 
recite ·t he chapter on c.r ·1shir1g and grinding in Badger and McCabe 
or Walker, Lewis and Mr.:Adams vd t .h unbel i eveable acc11racy. Often 
times ., however, one of t ,he :3harper student,s would say ''Get a sledge 
hammer if all you want- t-0 ,:;r':4sh :i.a :1. ton of rock 111 Fort,unately, 
trick questions are for t -he most part. taboo in these times . ( In 
jest, if anyone 0.a~~e1i ask a )roung engineer suc:h a question today, 
he would suggest the ~·:r·u-'311F.r be pro6rammed to a high speed computer. 
He might expect a bonue .i f he. .suggest-ed buying time on the ''Stretch'' 
computer located at the l.iawr·eni:(e Laboratories .. ) 

The point is simply t ,his ~ It. is as important t .o keep in mind the 
overall objective and use good judgment in 1962 as j_t 1-1as :i.n 1932. 

· Slide rules, comput,ers, c.ourses i n As t!'o-Physics are for the engin
eer to use and to control o He should .not l et any c1f these t ,ools 
control him--not if he v1ants to be an engineer. More on t .his later. 

DRIVE 

From a practical point of view, cne is often inclined to brush the 
factor of drive aside wi t ,h the comment that you have it er you don't. 
Of course, we all know that notltlng can be further f rom the truth. 
You have all seen students or technical people who will respond under 
a particular type cf environrri-snt, and be .-:;omplet,ely u.nrespons:i ve in 
another set of cir cumstanc.~es o Drl ve ( ·the 1-v·ord moti va+,:;ion is muc~h 
better) is a specia.l ·t.y of industry ar'.,:i a re.sponsi bili t ,y of industry. 
As an example, I r1ave a Sec.ti0n Head who has t ,he phil osophy V1!l"1ich 
runs something like this j ''My j cb is to see that eac.h of my Chemical 
Engineers has the great.est, .Jha:lleng8 that he is r~apable of accepting.'' 

As to suggestion for the aca.derni.(•. area to help out, there are two: 
First: I cannot over-empr.i.asi.ze t he val.ue of good counseling 9 An 
example of this can best, be il:l.ustrated by a Chemical Engineering 
student from a large mi dwestern utrl ve:rsi ty, who 1-1as 6 months away 
from getting his Fri.Do He. did not seem to l<:now what he wanted to 
do and after considerable discussior1, he stated what he really 
wanted to do was to be..-;ome s. minis"t,er·. He would have made a wonder
ful minister, but the demand for those with 8 years of Chemical 
Engineering is not very large! Good counseling can reduce the 
nmnber of heart-breaking experiences such as this. 

Second: I suggest that you watch what motivates your s·tudents. T.ips 
to their employer (after jobs have been accepted) could save years 
in the development of engineers especially for those who have excep
tional abilities and are somewhat temperamental as far as motivation 
is concerned. (I find some of the best graduate engineers are tem-
peramental.l . , . · · 
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.In ux..i•,ple of how tips ~o an employer can' be uaena~ can _Nit,~ , 
daaon•trated as followaa During the lorean War, o~· COQIW\J bad 
the reapona'lbilit7 of starting· up a govenu .. ent plant. In a 3.......t . 
-period I had to hire all of the .people tor the teclmical dap&rta,110. 

'. ~ ' 

Oba man interviewed had been discharged frcm hie past job.. The past 
empl07er: readi'.cy' admitted _· it was. partly his fault and gave an · 
objective analysis or the · individual concerned. Bis past -.pl()J"8r 
stated there was one problem that would have to be improved, namel.7 
the ability to get along with others . After a long talk about this 
p%'oblem during the inte1•view j.nd by keeping a watchful eye during 
the first few months, this man turned out to be the beat or six men 
hired. The main point is that if one can go to work right. away on 
problems instead or taking several months to define them, the odds . 
ot a mutua)Jy successful employer-employee relationship are greatly 
improved. 

ATTITUDE 
. 

•, 

' 

Nothing is more important than a good attitude in getting the young 
engineer -off on the right toot on any job and especially _hia first one. 
The following 'Six characteristics are examples ot a good attitude 
tor the young engineer. 

1. A real desire to get a job done. 
2. Positive thinld.ng. . 
3. Eye on t-he ba 11 -..-.not be overly concerned with the machiner., 
4 • . Show nfure concern for what you can do for the company, 

than what the company can do for you. 
5. No~ leave opinion that he is too good to do a given job. · 
6. Ethics and integrity. 

The most important characterist,ic of a good attitude is · a real desire 
to get a job done. Whereas t.alking about what one is going to do may 
buy time, it suffices to sa"j,. t-hat. for the long run it is the result2' 
that count. I have seen few performance rating sh~ets that do not 
ask for a comment on the results and also a desire to get a given job 
completed. 

' 

Positive thinking is a very strong asset for a young engineer. It 
is very easy to get in the frame of mind that our job as engineers 
is to be the watch dog of the scientist and tell him what cann-ot 
be done. The only thing thdt ~an be worse than this is to have no 
ideas of our own. 

• 

Relative to Item #3, I have to admit .that the phrase of keeping the 
eye on the ball sounds trite. What I'm trying to say is tbe young 
engineer should not become overly enamored with any one phase ot . 
_his engineering training. Kinetics is very useful for scaling up . 
a process, but it is only a tool to get a job done. Although I do 
not want to get into the controversy over the amount of theoretical 
and applied mathematics that are given in the Ch.E. curricula; let 
me say ~hat it is -possible to become so involved in solving prob
lems that one loses sight of defining the problem in its broadest 
terms or fo"I; the accuracy of the data used. 

• 
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A couple points of illustration: Recently a Department Head of 
Ch.E. of one of the Eastern schools told me that it was veey common 
for his engineers to tell him the thennaneter· reads such and such 
a value without seeming to care about the accuracy. 

As long as a number was available., it made the manipulation of the 
mathematics possible. (I might add, I'm sure this professor has 
now solved this problem since recognizing and defining problems, · 
as we all lmow., is often as difficult as solving them.) 

Relative to the student becoming overly enthralled with computers, 
one mi·dwestern university with which I am very well acquainted., a 
few years back started introducing computers in the Sophomore or 
Junior year in order for the engineer to look at the computer as 
a very wonderful tool in the way we used -to look at our slide rules. 
I might add, that I notice the students from this university are 
very well balanced. 

I do not mean to imply by this that there is no room for specialization 
in the field of Chemical Engineering, particularly for those who go 
on to graduate school, but I believe that the mark of the experienced 
specialist is the ability to use the field of specialty to the proper 

• degree in solving problems. 

Item #4, show more concern for what you can do for your company than 
what your company can do for you. This statement would have needed 
no comment even though President Kennedy had not borrowed rrry comment 
and made a parallel statement to the nation a year or so ago . 

' It seems obvious that the young engineer should not l eave the opinion 
·that he is too good to do a given job, however., this mistake is made 
quite often. 

. 

I have a friend who tells the story that as the top man of his Chemical 
Engineering class from a large midwestern university, he was employed 
by one of the large chemical companies and put in a department along 
with several top Chanic_al Engineers who had graduated from neighboring 
colleges. There 'tvas one man in the group who was different . 

In the language of today's juvenile crowd, he would have been lmown 
as a ''queer'' as he was the first to volunteer r or a job whether it 
be one that he could make himself look ·good on or not. 

Regardless of how insignificant the job or how difficult., this ••~ager 
beaver" would jump at the chance. The rest of the young engineers 
incl1.1ding my friend ,-1ere more selective. In the end, however., the 
fellow who was willing to do any job ended up as President of the 
Company. 

Contrast the attitude of the young engineer in the previous story 
t .o that of ''I am too good to be supervised by industrially oriented 
supervisors.'' Yet., a certain Department Head of a ·prominent Chemi
cal Engineering college has repeatedly made this statement of his 
students. We all know this is true, but -it only aggravates a situ
ation when this attitude shows up in his students • 

• 
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Humility is not out of style at the top level of a company _and al
though I ·'m afraid it is found less often in the lower echelons, 
nevertheless, I feel it is still in good taste. 

The last item, eth~cs and integrity, in my opinion, can be taught 
only by example in the classroom. I wouldn't go so far to advocate 
a complete honor ·system, but this is one way to help the student 
build a backgreund to meet temptations when they occur. 

No discussion of attitude would be complete without injecting the 
thought that the young engineer as well as his employer, has a 
responsibility in his development • 

. 

Since the Engineers 1 Council for Professional Devel_opment has made 
kits available to help guide the young engineer during the early 
years of his career, I will not elaborate on this point. 

I agree with the suggestion that the young engineer a_s he leaves 
college should have the pre-graduation kit and know how additional 
literature on professional development can be procured just in case 
his employer is not familiar with the good work of the Council. 
Above all, however, I believe you should make him aware that he has 
a responsibility for his development. 

SUMMARY 

In summation, I recognize, as does industry in general, that young 
engineers are better trained academically than ever before. (I might 
add that it is fortunate for those of us who graduated 20 to JO·years 
ago that we do not have to compete with your young students of today~) 

• 

I would like to emphasize the value of Counselor guidance to assure 
as best one can that the time of students, professors and industry 
are not wasted by those who are not cut out to be Chemical Engineers.· 

Most important, however, I believe that you more than anyone else, 
control the attitude of our graduating engineers. I believe there 
is much room for improvement. Professional orien·t,ation, appreciation 
for economics, and the recognition of tl1e importance of other pro
fessions in addition to the items covered previously would at least 
be a start on the problem. Above all, we should be careful about 

·mimicking the s-cientist. 

If I could leave only one thought with you, it would be this: more 
emphasis on human relations - call it humanities if you will - no~ 
forrnal courses which are all too often considered a waste of time by 
the ·young engineering student--but infox,nal education by example of 
ethics, integrity and chemical engineering philosophy woven in during _ 
the 4aily classes by their own chemical engineering faculty - ·with 
whom they-have placed their trust. · 
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VIHAT INDUSTRY EXPECTS. OF. THE CHEMICAL ENGINEER. · 
& I I I . I 

by Mott Souders • 

Shell Development Company, Emecyville, California 
' 

You have spent a week of concentrated effort on the content 
of courses in chemical engineering education. As a finale to this 
strenuous week of looking at the trees, perhaps it is well to take 
a rev, minutes to look at the forest. 

Much has. been said about .the diverse occupatiom of 
chemical engineers and the v~ide scope of chemical engineering activi
ties in industry. On the .surface, the multiplicity of duties seem 
to elude classification. They seem to deny any simple statement 
of wh~t industry expects .of the chemical engineer and what should 
be his education. 

The ch~ical engineer is one who realizes that local 
, . 

temperatures differ :t;'ran bulk temperatures; that laboratory experi-
ments are· neither ·ad·iabatic nor isothermal; that a slender pressure 
vessel is cheaper than a fat one; that the heart of a control system 
is the primary signal; that mixing is not instantaneous. He knov,s 
that the container walls .are part of a reaction system; that dq is 

. . 

not a perfect differential; that a-major part of the cost of heat 
is the cost of transfer surface; that all practical materials contain 
minor and perhaps unknown impurities that can build up in a process 
or alter ·the reactivity of a catalyst or surface. He lmows that 
proble~ of mechanical fabrication require a compromise v1ith requirements 
of physical -chemistry; that designs technically feasible are often 
unacceptable economically; that actual process plants are subject 
to leaks, mechanic~l failures and mis-operation. 

• ' ' . 

· · '!he ·chemical engineer lmows these· things and many more. 
He has learned them partly from fundamental courses, but mainly 
from .solving design problems in school and in practice. If he 
hasn't learned the~,- he'.s in trouble no matter ho1vv thorough his 
theoretical science. · · 

. ... . ,· Through ~l~ of. these diverse bits of lmov1ledge there is 
a thread of continuity, a . 4nifying theme. That ,theme is process 
development and design. '!he · career of' the chemic al engineer is 
process centered. He may be measuring transport properties, 
correlating reaction data, doing re~earc~ on fluid mechanics, 
operati~ a pilot plant. but aiways th~ goal of his team is new 
or improved processes. · · 

_ frocess design i~ much more than heat and.mass transfer 
and reaction ~hemistry, more than a series of black boxes inter-

• 

. . 

. ,.. . . . . . 
connected· by heat and matel'ial balances. the insides of which are the 
responsibility or some equipment supplier. Processes have become 

• 
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increasingly complex, involving more specialized hardware, more 
sophisticated control and advanced techniques of optimization. 
More and more players are on the team and the chemical engineer is 
the focal point of co1nmunication among them. He is required to 
understand and interpret the data and ideas of the chemist, mechanical 
engineer, instr11ment engineer, applied mathematician. 

Now, let us look at the forest instead of the trees. 

There appear to be two aspects to what industry expects 
or the chemical engineer. First there are the functions he is 
expected to perform, and second there are th~ attitudes he is 
expected to have. 

As to functions, industry expects the chemical engineer 
to be able to participate in various parts and stages of process 
development and design. In some situations he is expected to be 
a specialist in these fields of knowledge that are traditionally 
identified vii th chemic al engineering. He is also expected to be the 
generalist who brings to a focus the work of reany specialists. The 
focus is a corrmercial process that TJill operate efficiently, safely 
and economically. 

The chemical engineer doesn't have to be an expert in 
everything. \'le don't expect him to compete v,ith chemists, mathema
ticians or electrical engineers. ~e hire organic chemists to 
synthesize nevi compounds, physical chemists to develop ne,·1 catalysts, 
electrical engineers to desig11 amplifiers and pulse generators, 
mechanical engineers to design tube sheets. But ,·,e do· expect the · 
chemical engineer to be able to talk to all these people, to under
stand their functions and above all to kno~ hcu to use their help. · . 

','.bat does this signify for education? It means first of 
all, that the your.g man learning to be a chemj.cal engineer must 
spend a large part of his academic career solving problems related 
to design, simple ones and specific ones, complex ones, and varied 
ones. The problems begin in engineering science courses for 
mechanics, thermodynamics, and transfer fundamentals and continue 
into courses specifically for design. But first he has to learn 
the fundamentals of physics, chemistry and mathematics, an array of 
difficult and demanding courses. 

. These requirements don't leave much room in the curriculum 
for courses vrlth such labels as Biochemical Enginee1·ing, High
Polymer Technology, Ceramic Processes, and Cryogenic Engir...eering. 
\'.'hat is needed is not a proliferation of novel courses, but rather 
that his science courses be up-tc-date and that his concepts of the 
nature of the physical ·v,orld be. modern. 1::e in. industry can teach 
him biochemical engineering as applied to the biochemical process 
we are designing or high-polymer technology as applied to the polymer 
we are developing, and · ,ve can probably do it better than a college 
course since we are likely to know much more about our. process or 
product than any author of a general text on the subject. But if to 
make use of a specialized cryogenic'- engineer i·ve in industry have to 

• 

• • 

. . 
• 

• • 
• 

. ' . . . 

. . . 
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• teach him the fundamentals of thermoeyn8.mics, mass transfer, and 
fluid me chanios, the situation is hopeless. 

Vie need both scientists and engineers., but we don't 
expect a scientist when we hire an engineer. The engineer differs 
from the scientist in interests, motivation, goals and accomplishments •. 
The scientist strives to know, the engineer to produce. Understanding 
is the goal of the scientist, utilization the goal of' the engineer. 
The accomplishments of the scientist are based on analysis, those 
of the engineer on synthesis. If the education 0£ the chemical 
engineer shifts to science, even engineering science, at the sacrifice 
of the arts or design., industry ,vill use the future ''chemical 
engineer'' as a scientist, but will have to look elsewhere for process 
engineers. Does anyone really expect industry to be happy with two 
curricula in chemical engineeri:r,.g, one in engineering science for 
the good students and one in process . design for the poor students? 
Industry must have good process engineers . Some industrialists go 

. . so far as to say that quality in process engineers is even more 
· important than quality in applied scientists. In . any case to give 
· · up design in chemical engineering education is to give up engineering. 

But an industrial society cannot give up engineering . · 
• 

It was stated earlier that industry expects the chemical 
engineer to have developed some well-defined and essential 
attitudes. In addition to the general .attitudes or the professional 
man industry expects the chemical engineer to hav·e the attitudes 
characteristic of the engineer. Most important among these 
engineering attitudes are: 

l. \'Jillir.gness to proceed in the face of incomplete 
and often· contradictory data and inadequate knowledge or the problem. 

2 • . 
Recognition of' the need to develop and use intuitive 

judgment. 

3. ~uestioning of every bit of data, every method, every 
result. 

4. Recognition or experiment · as the ultimate arbiter. 

5. \"Jillingness to accept responsibility for the ultimate 
result. 

There is no need, I think, to enlarge on the significance 
of these attitudes. They are generally aclmov1ledge and have been 
o £ten discussed. 

. It is generally agreed that the goal of the engineer is 
to. use lmowledge or the physical world fo~ the benefit of mankind. 
H~ re ache~ his goal ~y. designing apparatus., processes, and systems 
with sufficient precision to permit actual construction. The design 
problem forecasts actionmd ultimate physical hardware· operation 
'
t in principle'' is not enough. ' 

•• 
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I 

. . It _·1s oharaoter~st10 01· the e1es1p probl~ that t13e1.• .' 
1- no one perfect solution, _Usually tbe-re are incanpatibilit~•, 
canprainiaes and alternatives. And the solution finally chman1 

18' profoundly inf luenced by social values I eco?Jbmica, satety, etteot 
on neighbors (air pollution, etc.). Design usually involves several 
different· disciplines, mechanics, elect ricitu, as well aa reaction 
cberntstry I thermodynam:I cs and transport processes, and .skill in desip. 
is propartioDal t o tbe designer's ,:1.bility to focus various disciplimla 
on the 1 aasiediat e problem. nda focus is b:lnllcular, knowledge of 
science in one orb and art ot applicat ion i n the other. 

11The obvious content of an ellgimer~ education is a 
body ~f knowledge (trom science and experjment) and a set ot skills 
(techniques am experience) useful in solving design problems. But 
education is much mre tilan this. Students acquire attitudes and 
habits as well as inf'ormatiao am teolmiques. 

''College oairses in chemistry, mathematics and physics, 
in mechanics, thermodynamics and uansport processes have a ca1uoon 
characteristic; they present to th·e student a series ot single
answer problems. such probl8Jff:1 are those which can be answered w.Lth 
numbers or functional relationships1 those 'Which have answers 
generally agreed upon. 

''Examination or the ef'teot on engiileering attitudes or 
single-answer problems reve ala: 

1. Incomplete or contradictory data have little place 
I 

in single-answer problems; 

2. Exlgineering Judgment is not required ot either the 
student or the imtructQr; · 

. 

3. The existence ot a standard answer puts the instructor 
in an i114>regnable position where skepticism and the challenging 
attitude are not enoourage4. Neither the data1 the method., nar the 
result are open to question. 

4. The single-Sl'JSwer problem usual~ suggests the 
infallibility or· logic rather than tbe ultimate rule or experiment. 
The early history of science bears witness to the paralyzing ef'f'ect 
or this attitude.''* 

Vlould this diff'icul ty be lessened by crowding the curriculum 
with more specialized coursest Or is it more likely to be resolved 
by making room for conprehensi ve problems in design? These are loaded 
questions, I know. Also I v1ell realize that it is much easier to oall 
attention to problems in education than it is to solve them, especially 
when there is no pat answer. And I lmow, too, that you are well 
aware ot this problem and have long been strugglillg with it. I 
merely recommend it to you as currently the domimnt problem in 
chernical engineering education, as it has been .in the past and probably 
will be in the futur.e. · ·· · · ~ --- - . - . ···- . . -,i . - -·- · · . .. ••. ·•· •••• ,_. , .. ~ ~~-.. .-:-• r-• -· ........... J .... .s.~• ....... L6- m . • - . - .. - •. . . .. . . . . . -· - - -~ -· .. .... ··-- ..... ..... --- . - - ·· .• · --- ~-rr.ee»t1ti«;crv z" M:1:>riSCt r M I : a IZJt"l l!lt .. l@ ' . , s: 

·* QUoted trom ''Report on ineering Design'', J. EDg. Education, . 
V. 51, ·P• 645 (April 1961. 



MINUTES OF THE AMERI CAN SOCIETY FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION 
CHEMICAL ENGl~EERINO DIVISION 

The Annual Meeting or the CheJTlioal Engineering D1via1on waa held on Aug• 
u1t 21, 1962 at Boulder, Colorado. Seventy-eight members of the Chemical En-
gineering Division were in attendance. 

-

The meeting was called to order QY Chairman Charles Littlejohn, Clem-
son College. Chairman Littlejohn introduced the Officers for the coming year . 
These officers are: Dean MfX Peters, University of Colorado , Chairman; Pro
teasor J. J. Martin, University of Michigan, Chairman-Elect; Professor John 
B, west, Oklahoma state University, Secretary-Treasurer; Professor M.H. Chet
riok, University of Louisville, Council Representitve. Following the introduc
tion of the new officers the meeting was t urned over to Chairman Max Peters. 

Dean Peters announced the appointment of the nominating committee for the 
coming year. Members of the nominating committee are: Professor Charles Little

. john, Chairman; Professors. W. Churchi ll, University of Michigan, and Profes
sor Charles R. Wilkie , University of California. 
I.! · Chairman Peters then announced the appointment of a program committee for 
the next annual meeting to be held in Philadelphia in June, 1963. Members of 
the Program committee are: Professor Robert Beckmann, Uni versity of Maryland, 
Chairman; Professor Robert E. White, Vilinova University; Professor Vincent Uhl, 
Drexel Institute; Professor J. T. Banchero, University of Notre n~me, and Pro
fessor Robert N, Maddox, Oklahoma State University. 

The Chairman introduced Professor J. J. Martin, who presented a revision 
of the constitution of the Chemical Engineering Division. Professor Martin 
pointed out that the constitution had not been revised in a number of years. 
He discussed. in detail, various revisions of the constitution, and moved the 
adoption of the revised constitution. The motion was seconded by Professor 
M. c. Molstad of the University of Tokyo. Professor H. D. Sims, , Bucknell 
University, moved the adoption of an amendment, changing Paragraph 2 of Article 
VII from "the new officers shall take o·ffice fol;l.owing the meeting of the N~t
ional Society" to "the new officers shall take office 10 days after the close 
of the annual meeting." 

Professor Sima . pointed out that this amendment would bring the division 
con~titution into· harmony with the constitution of the National Society. The 
motion was seconded by Professor Baker of the University of South Carolina. · 
After a short discussion, it was approved, The revised constitution was brought 
to a vote and the motion for adoption passed. 

Chairmen Peters then pointed out that under the newly adopted constitu
tion the executive committee was increased to six members through the election 
of two members to the executive committee, He pointed out that Professor 
Robert Beckmann, University of Maryland, and Professor Lloyd Berg of Montana 
State College had been serving in the capacity on the executive connnittee. Pro
fessors Beckmann and Berg were elected to the executive coxnmi ttee by acclam-
ation. · -

Professor Robert Beckmann was introduced and he discussed briefly the pro
gram for the Philadelphia meeting. Pro~essor Beckmann suggested the general 
theme for the meeting be "Graduate Programs in Chemical Engineering," He also 
stated that it is not necessary that the entire program be devoted to this 
theme and asked for suggestions from members of the Division, 

Professo~ M. H. Chetrick of the University of Louisville celled the at
tention of the membership to the fact that the official publication of the 
Chemical Engineering Division is the Journal of Chemical Engineering Education. 
Professor Albert H. Cooper, the University of Connecticut, Storrs, has been ed
itor of this journal for many years. Professor Chetrick then suggested that _ 
the publication policy presented to the Executive Committee be adopted aa the 
publication policy of the Chemical Engineering Division. The proposed policy 
is: (l) That the Journal of Chemical Engineering Education be the of1'1c1al 
publication of the Chemical Engineering Division of the· American Society ot 
Engineering Education. (2) That the Journal of Chemical Engineering Education 
be a _quarter_ly . starting with the June, 1962,. edi.ti~n. The Journal will appear 
in March, June, September, and December. ( 3) '!hat. the Chemical Eng1neer1rig Di~~ 

28· 
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, 
·, . 
Tsl:on of ASEE cooperate with the Education Projects Committee of the American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers in publi shing papers, reports and news of the 
Projects Co1nn1ittee activities; (4) That the contents of the Journal include 
papers from the School for Chemical Engineering Teachers, papers from the An
nual Meeting of the Society, and other papers submitted to the Editor as indi
vidual contributions, news and of trends in Chemical Engineering education and 
of the programs in Chemical Engineering at the various schools and colleges. 
(5) The Journal will be distributed free to all of the members of the Chemical 
Engineering Division and all Chemical Engineering teachers wh·o are members of 
the AIChE. The 1962-63 issues containing papers presented at the School of 
Chemical Engineering Teac·hers will be will be distributed free to all regis
trants of the School. A subscription price of . $2.00 per year will be charged 
to all others. · 

It was moved by Professor Chetrick that the policy statement be adopted 
as the policy of the Chemical Engineering division. The motion was seconded 
and considerable discussion ensued. I n particular, the discussion centered a
round the suitability of some of the papers from the 1962 Summer School and 
book reviews as material for t he journe,l. It was generally agreed that it would 
not be appropriate to publish papers which had appeared elsewhere. Professor 
Berg stated that it was his understanding that the Chemical Engineering Division 
was not obligated to the National Science Foundation to publish every paper pre
sented at the School for Chemical Engineering Teachers. Professor Robert Lem
lich of the University of Cincinnati stated that he felt the Journal of Chemi
cal Engineering Education and the independent journal of which he is editor, 
fulfilled complimentary roles and that he hoped both publications would prosper 
in this role. · 

On being brought to a vote, the motion adopting the policy statement was 
passed. Professor Don ¼'rlite, Vice-Chairman of th~ Chemical Engineers discussed 
briefly the relationship of the Education Projects Committee to the Chemical · 
Engineering ·Division of ASEE . He asked the cooperation and participation of 
members of the Chemical Engineering DLvision in the activities of the Education 
Projects Co1nmi ttee of AIChE. He noted the interest of the Education Projects 
Committee in publishing papers and reports of committee activities in the Journ-
al. of Chemical Engineering Education. 

Chairman peters noted that members of the division should begin thinking 
toward the next Summer School for Chemical Engineering Teach~rs which will be 
held in abo~t 7 years. He urged division members whose school would like to, 
host. the School for Chemical Engineering Teachers to contact Professor Lloyd 
Berg. 

John B. weat 
Secretary-Treasurer 

. ' 
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. ., 
OIPt"AL DGI --- mni10• .. . OP!rBB 

ANIRIO.d SOOIEY POR ao1-u-n-110 BDUOA!IOI 

A4op,e4 'bJ tbe ObellS.oal Bn8S.neer1DS DtT1•1on at M1~•apolS.•, .TUn• 20, 194,7. 
Bnlae4 .T\me 25, l9Sl an4 Aupat 21, 1962. 

A.rtlole 1 • laM 
!be name ot thSa d1T1a1on ·shall be the ChemS.oal Engineering Dlyiaion ot 

the Aur1oan Sool1t7 ror Engineering Education. 

' 
\ ........ M:tS.ole, II • Member•~E 

Member1b1p shall be compoaed ·or all members of the American Society tor 
Engi~eering Education i nterested 1n the teaching or chemical engineering 1ubjecta. 

Ar.ticle III - · Ob,1,~ota 
!he objects of the D1via1on are those or the National society aa the7 

pertain to ohe~cal engineering education and the promotion of .educational 
interoourae, tr1endlJ cooperation, and mutual help among 1~~ members. 

Article IV - oth-cer1 . 
The offi cers shall consist or a Chairman, Chairman-elect, Secretary

Treasurer, and a Representative to ·the National Society • . all or whom shall be 
members or the American Society for Engineering Education. ·The Chaii,nan-elect 
1hall be elected annually and shall automatically_ become Chairman the 7ear 
after .his election. The Secretary-Treasurer and the Representative shall be 
elected bi-annually, the former in the even-numbered years and the latter in 
the odd-numbered years. Should any officer or member of the Executive c.ommi ttee 
be unable to serve, the vacenoy shall be filled by the Executive Committee until 
the time or the next election. 
Article V - Executive committee 

. 
. . The affairs or the Division s·};lall be administered by an Executive Com-

mittee or seven members; t ·he officers, the: immediate past-chairman and two 
persona elected from the Division membership .in alternate years for two-year 
periods. The Chairman or the Division shall serve as chairman of the Executive 
Committee. 
Article VI• Meetings 

There shall be at least one meeting a year open to all persons interest
ed in ·chemical . engineering. The Executive Committee shall arrange the place, the 
time, and the program ror all meetings. Insofar as pra~tlcable the required 
&nn'1al meet1_ng ahall be held in connection with the annua·l meeting. or the 
National So~iety. The aecretary of the National Society shall be supplied upon 
hie request ·with copies or all papers presented at Divisi-on meetings. The 
Secretary-Treasurer shall notify all members at least three weeks in advance or 
any scheduled meeting. ~ quorum to conduct business shall consist of 15 members 
of the Division. 

Article VII-· Elections 
The officers shall be elected by mail ballot. The Nominating Committee 

shall supply the Secretary-Treasurer with the names of two nominees for each 
ott1ce or Executive Committee position at least 90 days before the annual meet

_ing of the National Society. The Secretary-Treasurer shall mall a ballot to 
.. each member or the Division at least 60 days before said date. The returns from 

the mall ballot shall be mailed to the Secretary not later than 15 days before 
said date. In case or a tie the Executive Committee s~all cast the deciding 
ballot. . 

The new officers shall take office ten days after the close of the annual 
meeting or the N~tional soc1et7y. 

Article VIII - Committees 
The Chairman may appoint committees, and the scope or their work shall 

be atrictly defined at the time of their appointment. The Nominating Committee 
•hall be appointed and its membership announced befo~e the close or the annual 
meeting. 

Article IX - Amendment, 
• • 

Thia constitution may be amended by two-thirds vote of member, re1pond-
1ng to a mall ballot. -Amendments may be proposed by the ExeoutiTe Committee or 
by majority vote ot members attending a scheduled meeting ot the DiTla1on. 

Article Xi Dues 
. 

The dues or the Div1•1on 
1nJ ••••ion and shall. be only r~r 
the N•t1ona1 · Soo.iety • 

• 
I • 

. . 
shall be · detel'lill:ned eaoh 1•ar 'bJ the D1T1•1-~ 
such_ incidental iteu a• p• not auv,llecl W 
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. a ew Series 
ro,n Prentice-Hall 

THE P-H INTERNATIONAL SERIES IN THE 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SCIENCES 

For approval 
• • copies, write: 
BOX 903 

Prentice-Hall is pleased to announce this new series of ad
vanced works by prominent authors in the field of physical 
and chemical engineering. Editing the series is Neal R. 
Amundson, Chairman of the Department of Chemical 
Engineering, University of Minnesota. Advisory editors are: 
Andreas Acrivos, Stanford University; Michel Boudart, Uni
versity of California, Berkeley; Thomas]. Hanratty, Uni
versity of Illinois; David E. Lamb, University of Delaware; 
John M. Prausnitz, University of California, Berkeley; and 
L. E. Scriven, University of Minnesota. 
Because of its in_ternational appeal, the series will receive 
world-wide distribution and will encompass books by 
scholars from abroad. Both English and foreign language 
editions will be published, in association with Prentice
Hall International, Inc., United Kingdom and Eire; Pren
tice-Hall of Canada, Ltd., Canada; and Berliner Union, 
West Germany and Austria. 

FIRST TITLE IN THE SERIES: 
Vectors, Tensors and the Basic 
Equations of Fluid Mechanics 
by Rutherford Aris, University of Minnesota 

Approx. 288pp., Text price: $6. 75 
Multicomponent Distillation 
by Charles D. Holland, Agricultural and Mechanical 
Texas 

College of 

Theory of Energy and Mass Transfer 
by Aleksei Vasil'yevich Lykov and Yuriy Anan'yevich Mikhaylov, 
Institute of Power Engineering, Academy of Sciences, Byelorussian 
Soviet Socialist Republic, Minsk . Translated from Russian by 
William Begell, Royer and Roger, Inc., New York. 
1961, 324pp., Text price $9.00 
Physicochemical Hydrodynamics 
by Veniamin Grigorievich Levich. Translated from the Russian 
by Royer and Roger, Inc. 
• 

• 

PRENTICE-HALL, INC., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 



4 important publi.cations from McGraw-Hill . 

I 

. ·B7. c.-o. BBiiETT, M•na1er~ - Prooe•-•- Reaearoh and- Deyelo,-nt. !he L 
Coapan7J and J.E. JttBRS, Purdue Un1Teraity. MoGraw-Hill Seriea in Obeld.ed 
!aglneering. 691 papa, Ill.SO 

An outstanding new --1• llltJ"od'IIOtion to ohem.~al engineering. The author• 
haTe set tortb tba tal• ot 110• e• t 1,m 1 heat, and mass tran•t•r al 
have applied thell u ...,,._.nq probl•••• particularly those in the proo••• 
industry. TM ~ ••ra1t1ffl • akea thia book eapeoially suitable tor 
an undergradvm._• teal 1n easl,wriq. Lucid writing results in comprehena1Te 
yet oono1H o.,...... ~ tale ~ntala ot mQmentum, heat, and mass traneter, 
with a n\lllber ,of' ...,Uoatl...,. in engineering in general, and chemical eng1n-
_ee~1ng in par'1o.i.. A cllaou_alOll ot the un1 t operations is in~luded1 but . 
the order or the nt»J•t -tter haa been dete11n1ned more· by the structure ot 
the theOl"J' the lrJ' the wal 41Y1a1on into unit oper•tlons. 

. . . .. . ,. . . ..... . 

~- CHEMICAL E,NGINEERl~G- CALCULATIONS: 
By ·ERNEST J. HP!lli,EY, steTena Inati tute or Technology, and BERMAN BIEBE:R, Eaao 
Research and Bftalneering Company. McGraw-Hill Series in Chemical Engineer,ng. 
441 pagea, 19.so . . 
Fundam~ntal concepts, rather than technology and empiricism, are stressed 
throughout. Engineering techniques such aa graphical methods, approximations, 
trial and error of the calculus la made throughout. A unique teatUI'e or this 
book is its inclusive coverage of thermodynam1oa, material balances, phase 
equilibri,un, and chemical reaction equilibrium. The first nine chapter• 
provide a rudimentary treatise in problem solving techniques, as illustrated 
by material balance calculations. Next a detailed exposition or the First Law 
is ottered, and finally illustrations involving all preyiously diacuaaed 
disciplines are given •. The Second Law is used, and derived in the Appendlx,but 
ia not discussed in detail. 

. 

3. DIGITAL COMPUTATION FOR CHEMI.CAL ENGINEERS! 
• ' I 

By LEON LAPIDUS, Princeton University. McGraw-Hill Series in Chemic.al Engin-
eering. 432 pages, $11.50 

Discusses various areas or digital computer mathematics or importance to the 
chemical engineer • . The increasing emphasis on c~mplex calculations tor ch••
ical engineering analysis has led to the increasing use of digital and analo1 
computers. Thia text ia designed specifically for the teaching or digital 
techniques in the chemical engineering curriculum. 

' 

4. ENGINEERING AS A CAREE.R, Seoond Edition 
By RALPH J. SMITH, Stanford University. 424 pages, $4.95(Cloth), $3.50(,aper). 

Thia introductory orientation and problem text in engineering pr0Tide11 a 
comprehensive and factual picture of an engineerts duties, qualifications and 
training needed, and career opportunities available. The author explains the 

· engineering profession in terms or functions as ~ell as branches. New chapter• 
included: "Adjustment to College" and "How 'lo Be a Better Student". Bev ex
amples, illustrations; material updated. 

' 

DEPARTMENT 01-03 
Mc.GRAW- H.1 LL BOOK COMPANY 

330 West 42nd Street New York 36, N.Y. 
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